Rewrite each phrase using a singular or plural possessive noun.
Example: door of the car → the car's door

1. song of the bird
   → ____________________________
2. erasers of my pencils
   → ____________________________
3. key that belongs to Sara
   → ____________________________
4. steeple on that church
   → ____________________________
5. toys belonging to the children
   → ____________________________
6. waves of the ocean
   → ____________________________
7. wings of the crickets
   → ____________________________
8. pages of her books
   → ____________________________
9. frosting on my cupcake
   → ____________________________
10. lid of the box
    → ____________________________
11. shoes belonging to my mom
    → ____________________________
12. wings of the butterfly
    → ____________________________
13. locker room for women
    → ____________________________
14. the bottles of the babies
    → ____________________________
15. playground of our school
    → ____________________________
Rewrite each phrase using a singular or plural possessive noun.

Example: car that belongs to my friend → my friend’s car

1. stem of the cherry → __________
2. apple belonging to Cindy → __________
3. nest of that owl → __________
4. barking of their dogs → __________
5. den of that fox → __________
6. mother of the children → __________
7. blades of those fans → __________
8. zipper of her dress → __________
9. legs of our table → __________
10. cages of two hamsters → __________
11. shoes of one elf → __________
12. labels of those boxes → __________
13. wings of that goose → __________
14. restroom for men → __________
15. gloves belonging to Sam → __________
Possessive & Plural Nouns

Fill in the blank with the correct possessive or plural noun.

1. The ___________ mane was shaggy. lions or lion's
2. Both of my ______________ play the flute. sisters or sister's
3. _____________ forecast calls for more rain. Friday's or Fridays
4. All three ____________ costumes are scary. boy's or boys'
5. His ______________ strap was too tight. watches or watch's
6. Don baked two ______________ of cookies. batches or batch's
7. My ______________ desk is never messy. bosses or boss's
8. ______________ cat just had kittens. Jessica's or Jessicas
9. When will the ____________ come home? girl's or girls
10. My ______________ lid is cracked. lunchboxes or lunchbox's
11. My best ______________ dog loves to play. friend's or friends
12. Both __________ windows need to be washed. cars' or car's
13. Sandy is eight _____________ old. year's or years
14. A _____________ skin is scaly and dry. snake's or snakes'
15. This _____________ handle is made of plastic. knive's or knife's

Form A

Answer Key

1. The lion's mane was shaggy. lions or lion's
2. Both of my sisters play the flute. sisters or sister's
3. Friday's forecast calls for more rain. Friday's or Fridays
4. All three boys' costumes are scary. boy's or boys'
5. His watch's strap was too tight. watches or watch's
6. Don baked two batches of cookies. batches or batch's
7. My boss's desk is never messy. bosses or boss's
8. Jessica's cat just had kittens. Jessica's or Jessicas
9. When will the girls come home? girl's or girls
10. My lunchbox's lid is cracked. lunchboxes or lunchbox's
11. My best friend's dog loves to play. friend's or friends
12. Both cars' windows need to be washed. cars' or car's
13. Sandy is eight years old. year's or years
14. A snake's skin is scaly and dry. snake's or snakes'
15. This knife's handle is made of plastic. knive's or knife's
Fill in the blank with the correct possessive or plural noun.

1. A herd of _________ grazed in the field. cows or cow’s
2. My favorite ______________ pocket is torn. shirt’s or shirts
3. The ___________ rays warmed the sand. suns or sun’s
4. This ____________ pattern is beautiful! quilts’ or quilt’s
5. Those ______________ tails are fluffy. squirrel’s or squirrels’
6. That looks like ______________ bike. Randy’s or Randys
7. Wash the paint off the ______________ . brushes or brush’s
8. Lee hiked to the __________________ summit. mountain’s or mountains’
9. An _________________ ears help keep it cool. elephant’s or elephants’
10. Five _____________are in the parking lot. bus’s or buses
11. Many _____________windows are colorful. church’s or churches’
12. My ________________ apple pie is the best! mother’s or mothers’
13. I hope that _____________ weather is sunny. Monday’s or Mondays
14. The ____________ erasers are all worn down. pencil’s or pencils’
15. My _______________ whistle was lost outside. teacher’s or teachers’